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2 Astronomial Institute, Aademy of Sienes of the Czeh Republililiev�astro.bas.bg(Submitted on 01.02.2012; Aepted on 12.02.2012)Abstrat. Stars with extremely fast rotation represent interesting hallenge to modernunderstanding of the stellar evolution. The reasons why suh a spin-up proess should ourduring the evolution to otherwise normal star are still not well understood. Already in thebeginning of the XX entury Otto Struve proposed that fast rotation of the group of starsspetrosopially lassi�ed as Be ould be the main reason for the formation of observeddisks of irumstellar material around them. This irumstellar material is responsible forthe emission lines observed in the spetrum of Be-stars as well as for the whole omplex ofspetral and photometrial patterns alled in general Be-phenomenon.Key words: stars: emission-line: Be - stars: variable - stars: fundamental parameters -stars:individual : 44 Geminorum1 Introdution44 Gem (HR2659, HD53257, HIP34182) was often regarded as a fast rotatingbut otherwise 'normal' dwarf star of spetral type B8. The star has not beenso far studied in detail and it was negleted until reently by the Be starresearhers as spetral evidenes of emission in its spetrum were sare andontroversial. It was reported by [Irvine(1975)℄ that the star shows a sharpabsorption ore in Hα. However, [Slettebak(1982)℄ notied that 44 Gem has'neither emission, nor shell lines visible' in spetra dated from 1980. Measuredrotational veloities of the star vary from 365 km s−1 to 260 km s−1 (see [Abtet al. (2002)℄ and [Gleboki & Gnainski(2005)℄).Although, the star has remarkably high rotational veloity up to now itwas not onneted with other evidenes of the Be phenomenon where starswith high rotational veloities are the norm rather than the exeption. Thereare photometrial evidenes that the star goes through periods of signi�antderease of its brightness. In lassial Be stars suh an ativity is usuallyaompanied by signi�ant spetral hanges whih were not reported so farfor 44 Gem perhaps beause of rare spetral observations.2 ObservationsA oordinated observational mini ampaign was arried out in the beginningof 2011 at oudé-spetrographs of the Ond�rejov and Rozhen Observatories inthe frames of joint researh projet between astronomers from the Instituteof Astronomy of Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes and Astronomial Instituteof the Aademy of Sienes of the Czeh Republi.Bulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(1), 2012



Spetrosopi study of 44 Geminorum 21Spetral observations with the Coudé-spetrograph at Ond�rejov Observa-tory were obtained using the 830.77 lines mm−1 grating and SITe 2030 x 800CCD [Slehta & Skoda(2002)℄. The slit width was set at 0.7 arse, projetedon the sky, resulting in a spetral resolution of R = 13000 in the spetral re-gion 6254 �A to 6763 �A. The Coudé-spetrograph of the 2m RCC telesope ofNAO Rozhen was used in a on�guration aimed to ahieve resolution powerof about R=30000 at Hα. 632 lines mm−1 Baush & Lomb grating was usedwith a slit width set at 0.83 arse.

Fig. 1. Hα pro�les of 44 Gem and model pro�le (v sin i = 260 kms−1).All observations were done with Photometris AT200 (SITe S1003AB 1024x 1024) CCD amera. The dispersion obtained in this on�guration is about0.1 �A per pixel. Most of the observations were taken in the Hα spetralregion. Some spetra were obtained also in the Hβ, Hγ and Hδ regions. ThAromparison spetra were obtained before or after eah stellar exposure.



22 Iliev L. et al.3 Redution, measurements and disussion of resultsAll spetral observation were redued following standard proedures of IRAFand ESO-MIDAS astronomial software pakages. Radial veloities of theentral absorption ore were obtained with �tting of a Lorentzian to thewavelength alibrated spetral frames. The results are summarized in Table.1.Table 1. Moments of observations, observatory, spetral range observed and measuredradial veloity in km s−1.HJD 2455000+ observatory sp.range RV ore591.42578 O Hα -6.42591.44082 O Hα -11.49617.34848 O Hα -8.9617.48905 O Hα -9.15617.54962 O Hα -4.18625.42368 O Hα -3.74626.25270 O Hα -6.43627.24869 O Hα -9.42629.42711 O Hα -6.14630.24035 O Hα -4.22630.24958 O Hα -10.17640.39026 O Hα -9.59646.41553 R Hβ -18.17646.42520 R Hγ -17.58646.43660 R Hδ -19.21646.45126 R Hα -8.66647.36537 R Hα -8.43648.28100 O Hα -9.89650.28982 O Hα -6.39675.29352 O Hα -2.93675.33363 O Hα -2.51834.59976 O Hα -4.02878.52154 O Hα -9.03878.63391 O Hα -13.58879.51815 O Hα -8.41879.67136 O Hα -12.88879.71253 O Hα -9.474 Spetral energy distribution of44 Gem and its basi parametersThe Spetral energy distribution (SED) of 44 Gem was �tted with model spe-trum under the assumption that logg=4.0. Models were taken from [Castelli& Kuruz (2003)℄. They were built based on 10 data points obtained viaground based or satellite observations. Infrared photometry used for themodeling in JHK bands of 2MASS was obtained from [Skrutskie(2006)℄. 4band TD1 ultraviolet measurements of 44 Gem were taken from [Thomson etal.(1978)℄. We applied χ2 minimization tehniques and obtained best-�ttingparameters Teff =10200K and E(B−V )=0.06 at logg=4.0 (see Fig. 3). Atlogg=3.5 best-�tting parameters are Teff =10400K and E(B−V )=0.07.
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Fig. 2. Balmer line pro�les in the spetrum of 44 Gem and model spetrum (v sin i =

260 kms−1).



24 Iliev L. et al.The age and the mass of 44 Gem were determined by omparison with aset of evolutionary traks taken from [Shaller et al.(1992)℄. As an be seenfrom Fig. 4 the mass of the star ould be estimated as 2.65 M⊙ and theage as 250 Myr. The luminoity was estimated using Hipparos paralax from[van Leeuwen(2007)℄ and bolometri orretion BC= -0.29 orresponding toTeff =10200K was aepted.

Fig. 3. Best �tting SED model for 44 Gem5 ConlusionEven preliminary analysis of 44 Gem spetral observations proves the fat thatthe star is in fat a Be star. Emission omponents in the Hα line are presenton all spetra. However no signi�ant emission was present on the pro�les ofHβ, Hγ and Hδ. Rotational veloity was estimated to be 260 km s−1 (see Fig



Spetrosopi study of 44 Geminorum 252). All this together with the basi parameters of 44 Gem lassi�es the star asmember of the group of 'lassial Be stars'. Radial veloity measurements ofHα were performed by measuring the ore of the entral absorption (and of theemission omponents (if they were prominent enough)) with average Rv=7.72km s−1. The satter of the measurements was found to be about 3.12 km s−1whih is slightly larger than the estimated auray of the measurements.This allows to onsider that 44 Gem is possibly a RV variable. Emission�lling of the pro�le of Hα as well as eventual Balmer progression an explainthe di�erene of radial veloities measured in other observed Balmer lines.We were not able to establish any type of periodiity, possibly beause of therelatively short time interval overed by performed observations so far.

Fig. 4. Set of evolutionary traks and the loation of 44 Gem in a Teff vs. L diagram. Weadopted Teff = 10 500 ± 500 K and logL/L⊙ = 1.78 ± 0.04. Dashed lines in the graphrepresent positions of onstant stellar age in 100 Myr units.
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